WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN

UNDEARTAKING

We, M/s. ------Manufacturer--------, the manufacturer/applicant for testing of Make & Model of Tractor--------- Make / brand tractors hereby undertake that we shall be using / fitting only such tested and certified safety related components viz... Horn, Bulbs, Lamps, Lamp Assembly, Fuel tank, Front and Rear wheel fasteners as per requirements of Rule 124 of CMV Rules, on our various models/brands of Agricultural tractors (As per list attached) manufactured / marketed by us. These components have been duly tested / certified by authorized testing agency / agencies in India and are meeting the requirements of latest relevant Indian Standards / Automotive Industry Standards.

For M/s. ------Manufacturer--------

Name of person:
Designation :
Place:
To
The Director,
Government of India,
Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute,
Tractor Nagar
Budni (M.P.) 466 445

Sub: Undertaking regarding fitment of safety related components on our various Agricultural tractor models / variants – regarding.

Dear Sir,

Please find enclosed herewith an undertaking regarding fitments of various safety related components, viz Horn, Bulbs, Lamps, lamp assembly, Fuel tank, Front and Rear wheel fasteners on our Make & Model of Tractor tractor model manufactured / marketed by our company. All these components have duly been tested and certified by the authorized Testing Agencies [Name(s) of test Agency (ies) ARAI / ICAT / CIRT / VRDE] and are meeting the requirements of latest relevant Indian Standards / Automotive Industry Standards. (List of latest relevant Indian Standards/ Automotive Standards is also attached.)

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

For M/s. Manufacturer

Name of person:
Designation:
Place: